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Abstract

The application of machine learning (ML) to big data has become increasingly important.

We propose a model where firms have access to the same ML, but incumbents have access

to historical data. We show that big data raises entrepreneurial barriers making the creative

destruction process less destructive (less business-stealing) if the entrepreneur has weak ac-

cess to the incumbent’s data. It is also shown that this induces entrepreneurs to take on

more risk and be more creative. Policies making data generally available may therefore be

suboptimal. Supporting entrepreneurs’ access to ML might be preferable since it stimulates

creative entrepreneurship.
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1. Introduction

Firms today often collect vast amounts of data (big data) through their regular activities, such

as data on sales transactions and on the production process–what we call “operational data”.

With the introduction of machine learning (ML), operational data has become much more infor-

mative and important.1 Use of ML on increasing amounts of operational data is likely to create

large efficiency gains. However, it is also likely to produce regulatory challenges. As is often em-

phasized, a fundamental feature of ML is that the more data that are available to train a system,

the better the system becomes (see, e.g., Dutton, 2018). The introduction of ML applications

together with operational data thus creates competitive advantages for incumbent firms due to

their access to more operations data (see, e.g., Bessen, 2018). This may increase barriers to

entrepreneurship, with severe implications for the dynamism of the economy since breakthrough

innovations tend to come from smaller firms and startups rather than large incumbent firms

(Cohen, 2010).

The purpose of this paper is to examine the impact of the application of ML to operational

data on firm entrepreneurial activity. To this end, we develop a model in which firms use ML

on operational data to improve their processes and provide more value for consumers. The

model combines active machine-learning-by-doing mechanisms with entrepreneurial innovation

mechanisms. As noted by Varian (2018), there are at least three types of returns to scale from

applications of ML to operational data whereby incumbents can gain a competitive advantage:

classical returns to scale in production, returns to scale due to demand-side network effects, and

learning-by-doing, which leads to quality improvements or cost decreases. This model focuses

on learning-by-doing aspects of ML applications to operational data by incorporating incumbent

firms that employ ML on previously collected proprietary operational data and incoming sales

data to enhance the consumer experience associated with their goods or services. However,

incumbents also face potential competition from entrepreneurial firms that can invest in research

to find more valuable goods or services, more efficient production technology or better business

models.

In our model, an entrepreneur needs to successfully innovate to be able to enter a product

market, where she faces competition from an incumbent firm which uses ML on its’ previously

1Using a survey, Bughin et al. (2017) estimate that businesses–mainly large companies–spent $20—30 billion

on AI development in 2016. Venture capital, private equity, and other external sources invested $6—9 billion.
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collected proprietary operational data. The entrepreneur chooses between different types of

projects, where a project with a lower probability of success is associated with higher efficiency

and profitability, given that it succeeds. Our analysis shows that more extensive use of ML on

the incumbent’s previously collected proprietary operational data implies that the incumbent

becomes efficient and entrepreneurial barriers increase. However, our analysis also reveals that

when the entrepreneur has limited access to the incumbent’s data, more efficient ML on abun-

dant incumbent data imply that the entrepreneur’s incentives to embark on projects with higher

risk but higher potential value become stronger. The mechanism is the following: With access

to more data, the incumbent becomes more aggressive in the product market, and–for a given

project–entry becomes less profitable, if it succeeds. This forces the entrepreneur to switch from

a "safer" project with a high associated probability of success–but less value if it succeeds–to

a project associated with more risk–but higher value, in the case of success. Greater impor-

tance of incumbents’ previously collected proprietary data in the market process should therefore

result in more risk-taking, as entrepreneurs steer their innovation efforts toward projects that

have a low probability of success but a high payoff if they do succeed. Thus, while we should

observe abundant entrepreneurial failures, when entrepreneurs do succeed with their projects,

the associated inventions and business models should become more creative as ML becomes more

prominent and incumbents’ previously collected proprietary data become more important.

The appropriate regulatory response to this risk of market domination associated with the

use of ML is not easy to determine. Antitrust enforcement officials have already recognized that

challenges may arise when large incumbent firms control the vast majority of operational data.

For example, FTC commissioner Terrell McSweeny has noted that “it may be that an incumbent

has significant advantages over new entrants when a firm has a database that would be difficult,

costly, or time consuming for a new firm to match or replicate.” In its new strategy for the digital

industry, the EU emphasizes the need to ensure that small and medium-sized businesses have

adequate access to data and the competence required to implement ML. In the words of EU

commissioner Margrethe Vestager, ”the real guarantee of an innovative future comes from keep-

ing markets open so that anyone–big, small–can compete to produce the very best ideas” (Web

Summit, 2019). In June 2022, the Bundeskartellamt initiated a proceeding against the technology

company Apple to review its tracking rules and the App Tracking Transparency Framework un-

der competition law. Andreas Mundt, President of the Bundeskartellamt, stated: "We welcome
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business models which use data carefully and give users choice as to how their data are used. A

corporation like Apple which is in a position to unilaterally set rules for its ecosystem, in par-

ticular for its app store, should make pro-competitive rules. We have reason to doubt that this

is the case when we see that Apple’s rules apply to third parties, but not to Apple itself. This

would allow Apple to give preference to its own offers or impede other companies. Our proceeding

is largely based on the new competencies we received as part of the stricter abuse control rules

regarding large digital companies which were introduced last year (Section 19a German Competi-

tion Act - GWB). On this basis, we are conducting or have already concluded proceedings against

Google/Alphabet, Meta/Facebook and Amazon."2 Himel and Seamans (2017) discuss how policy

makers might address these issues and describe several policy solutions to consider, including

provisions that would institute temporary data monopolies, data portability regimes, and the

use of trusted third parties. A key feature of all these suggestions is that incumbents’ monopoly

access to their operational data should be limited in some way.

To capture this aspect in our model, we assume that the entrepreneurial firm can obtain

access to a share of the incumbent’s operational data to improve its products and increase cus-

tomers’ willingness to pay. Our analysis then shows that policymakers should consider how these

operational data policies affect not only the amount but also the quality of entry. In partic-

ular, our analysis shows that policies that make operational data generally available stimulate

the amount of entrepreneurship but that this growth could come from entrepreneurs who take

on too little risk from the point of view of a society in which consumers benefit from creative

inventions. These findings suggest that entrepreneurship policies that reduce the cost of becom-

ing an entrepreneur with access to ML technology might substitute policies regarding access to

incumbent operational data.

2. Relation to the literature

This paper contributes to the literature on how the use of ML on big data may affect barriers to

entry and entrepreneurship and its implications for intellectual property (IP) and antitrust policy

(Bessen (2018)). Farboodi, Mihet, Philippon, and Veldkamp (2019) propose a model where data

accumulation increases the skewness of the firm size distribution, as large firms generate more

2The Bundeskartellamt. https://www.bundeskartellamt.de/SharedDocs

/Meldung/EN/Pressemitteilungen/2022/14_06_2022_Apple.html
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data, but where data-savvy small firms can overtake incumbents provided that they can finance

their initial money-losing growth. Others contend that operational data alone are not likely to

pose an entry barrier (Lambrecht and Tucker 2015, Sokol and Comerford 2016). Bajari et al.

(2019) find that increasing the number of online products that Amazon tracks does not signifi-

cantly improve ML prediction accuracy after a certain point, suggesting that data quantity may

function as only a low barrier to entry. We add to this literature by examining the quality of the

products or processes with which entry occurs, as well as the likelihood of entry. This qualitative

aspect is of fundamental importance since the benefits of industrial restructuring depend not

only on the pace at which firms are replaced but also on the nature of the novel products or

processes. In particular, we show that the application of ML to incumbents’ previously collected

proprietary data increase the barrier to entrepreneurship because incumbents’ competitive ad-

vantage increases due to oligopolistic strategic effects. However, we also show that increased

use of ML by incumbents increases entrepreneurs’ willingness to take on risk and lengthens the

technological jumps that entrepreneurs provide to society.

This paper also contributes to the literature on the effects of privacy, data protection policy

and competition (see for instance Acquisti et al (2016)). Jia et al. (2021) find that the EU General

Data Protection Regime (GDPR) might constitute a barrier to entry for startups. Campbell

(2015) propose a model of how regulatory attempts to protect consumers’ data privacy affect

the structure of competition and find that the consent-based approach may disproportionately

benefit firms that offer a larger scope of services, thus making small firms and new firms the most

adversely affected. This prediction is also supported empirically in recent work on the EU GDPR

(Johnson and Shriver, 2022; and Batikas et al., 2020). What has not been examined, however,

is how such regulations affect the quality of the products and services offered by entrant firms.

We add to this stream by proposing a model where machine-learning-by-doing mechanisms with

entrepreneurial innovations are central. This enables us to show that policies designed to reduce

incumbents’ advantages in using ML on previously collected proprietary data could stimulate

the amount of entrepreneurship but that this entrepreneurship may takes on too little risk from

the point of view of a society in which consumers benefit from breakthroughs that challenge

incumbents.

Finally, our paper adds to the literature on firm asymmetries and risk behavior in the R&D

process. Rosen (1991) and Cabral (2003) show that small firms may have an incentive to choose
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a risky strategy due to strategic output effects in the product market; i.e., small firms do not take

on low-risk—low-return projects since they cannot exploit large output improvements. Färnstrand

Damsgaard et al. (2017) show that entrepreneurial firms may choose riskier strategies because,

unlike incumbents, they will not have already sunk a large share of their entry (commercialization)

costs before the outcome of an R&D process is determined. Haufler, Norbäck, and Persson (2014)

study the effects of tax policies on entrepreneurs’ choice of riskiness (or quality) of an innovation

project and show that limited loss offset provisions in the tax system induce entrepreneurs

innovating for entry to choose projects with inefficiently low risk but that the same distortion does

not arise when entrepreneurs sell their innovation in a competitive bidding process. Henkel et al.

(2015) show that independent entrepreneurs who innovate for sale choose riskier R&D projects

than incumbents since incumbents have an incentive to opt for safer R&D projects to improve

their bargaining power in subsequent acquisitions. We add to this literature by pointing out that

the development of ML and the buildup of incumbent proprietary data induce entrepreneurs

to take on more risk but that policies that make operational data generally available may be

suboptimal. The reason is that this can reduce entrepreneurs’ willingness to take on risk.

3. Model

To examine the effects of the application of ML on entrepreneurs’ incentives to innovate and

enter existing markets, we develop a framework in which firms can use ML to improve their

production processes. The model combines active learning-by-doing mechanisms (see, Thompson

(2010)) with entrepreneurial innovation mechanisms, as modeled in Färnstrand Damsgaard et al.

(2017). In this framework, an incumbent firm obtains an advantage from being able to employ

ML on previously collected proprietary data and incoming sales data to increase consumers’

willingness to pay. We refer to such data as operational data. However, the incumbent firm also

faces potential competition from an entrepreneurial firm that can invest in research to develop

new products and also use ML on operational data to increase consumers’ willingness to pay.

In stage 1, the entrepreneur can invest in an R&D project that–if successful–generates an

invention. The invention can take several forms, all of which increase the profits of its owner.

It can be a new product, a product of higher quality or a new or improved production process.

For simplicity, we assume that the invention is a product innovation that increases consumers’

willingness to pay. The entrepreneur chooses among an infinite number of independent R&D
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projects. There is a cost of running a project, and to capture this, we assume that the en-

trepreneur can undertake only one project.3 Along the technological frontier, the entrepreneur

thus faces a choice between projects that have a high probability of success but deliver a small

increase in willingness to pay in case of success and projects that are riskier but also feature a

higher increase in willingness to pay if successful.

In stage 2, the outcome of the entrepreneur’s R&D project is revealed, where the entrepreneur

stays in the market if she is successful and exits otherwise. In the final stage, stage 3, product

market interaction takes place, where for simplicity competition is modeled as Cournot compe-

tition (in differentiated goods or services). The product market profits depend on whether the

entrepreneur succeeds with her R&D project and on the type of project undertaken. Key to the

model is that both firms use ML in stage 3 to process sales information to increase consumers’

willingness to pay but the incumbent has an advantage in the form of access to preexisting

sales/customer data.

In what follows, we analyze the equilibrium of the proposed game, following the usual back-

ward induction procedure.

3.1. Stage 3: Product market

3.1.1. Consumers

Consumers have quasilinear quadratic utility and solve the following utility maximization prob-

lem:


{  0}

:  = (  ) + 0 (3.1)

 : ( )= ·  +  ·  − 1
2
· £2 + 2

¤−  ·  (3.2)

 :  ·  +  ·  + 0 =  (3.3)

where  represents the quantity consumed of the entrepreneur’s good,  is the quantity con-

sumed of the incumbent’s good, and 0 is the quantity consumed of a numeraire good–or outside

good. The subutility function (  ) in (3.2) over the entrepreneur’s and the incumbent’s goods

is linear quadratic.4 The consumer budget set is given in (3.3), where  is exogenous consumer

3See Gilbert (2006) for a motivation.
4For a review of quasilinear quadratic utility models, see Choné and Linnemer (2019).
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income,  is the price of the entrepreneur’s product, and  is the price of the incumbent’s

product. The price of the outside good is normalized to one.

Solving for the amount of the outside good 0 from the budget constraint (3.3) and substi-

tuting the quadratic utility ( ) in (3.2) into the direct utility in (3.1), we can rewrite the

direct utility as follows:

= [ −  ] ·  + [ −  ] ·  − 1
2
· £2 + 2

¤−  ·  + (3.4)

Taking the first-order condition for consumer maximization, 

= 0 for  =  , we obtain the

residual demand facing each firm:




=  =  −  −   for   = { }  6=  (3.5)

From (3.5), consumers’ willingness to pay for a firm’s product 

is decreasing in the firm’s own

output  and in the rival’s output  . We now assume that consumers’ willingness to pay, as

measured by the intercept  can be affected by firms’ use of ML.

3.1.2. Residual demand for the incumbent’s product and ML

Firms use ML and big data to increase consumers’ willingness to pay by affecting the demand

intercept  in (3.5) in two distinct ways. For the incumbent firm, the demand intercept is given

as

 = +  · | {z }
ML on old data

+  · | {z }
ML on new data

 (3.6)

where  is the part of consumers’ willingness to pay that is unaffected by ML.

• The incumbent uses historical customer data  (available from previous sales) to increase

consumers’ willingness to pay. This is illustrated in the upper panel in Figure 3.1, starting

with the case where the incumbent is a monopolist. Applying ML to preexisting data

results in an upward shift of the demand intercept from  to +  ·  , where we can
think of the parameter  as indicating how productive ML is (in using data to increase

consumers’ willingness to pay), which is a function of the (exogenous) state of computer

technology.

• The incumbent can also use the information in contemporaneous sales,  , to increase
willingness to pay, where we assume that consumers’ willingness to pay also increases at
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the rate . This is also shown in the upper panel in Figure 3.1, where ML applied to data

on contemporaneous sales makes demand more elastic, shifting the demand curve  − 

to  −  +  ·  . An example would be the information gathered from the road mileage

and driving patterns of buyers of self-driving cars, where performance and safety in new

cars increase from advanced learning with the generation of new data. Here, we thus take

the shortcut of assuming that the incumbent learns directly from its stage 3 sales, similar

to the mechanism in the learning-by-doing literature. We also assume that each consumer

does not internalize the information that she gives firms with her purchase, captured by

the term  ·  , in her consumption choice. This does not seem to be at odds with reality,

as it seems notoriously hard for consumers to reap benefits from information sharing.

Putting these two channels of ML together, panel (i) of Figure 3.1 depicts the inverse demand

for the incumbent’s product when the incumbent faces no competition from the entrepreneur,


 = +[ ·  +  ·  ]− . In panel (ii) of Figure 3.1, we then depict the incumbent’s residual
demand–the demand facing the incumbent when  units are supplied by the entrepreneur,

 = 
 −  , or

 = 
 −  = + [ ·  +  ·  ]−  −   (3.7)

3.1.3. Residual demand for the entrepreneur’s product

The demand for the entrepreneur’s product is more involved since consumers’ willingness to pay

for the entrepreneur’s product depends on whether her innovation project succeeds.

The entrepreneur succeeds with her innovation If the entrepreneur succeeds with her

innovation, her demand intercept is given by

 | =  +  ·  · | {z }
ML on incumbent’s old data

+  · | {z }
ML on new data

+ [−  · ]| {z }
Innovation succeeds

(3.8)

The entrepreneur can also use information from consumers’ purchases of her product and

apply ML to make the product more attractive, increasing consumers’ willingness to pay. This is

shown in panel (i) of Figure 3.2, where ML applied to contemporaneous sales shifts the demand

curve without ML, − , to the demand curve under ML, −+. If the entrepreneur has

access to the incumbent’s historical data,  (whether through a general agreement or by law or
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Figure 3.1: Panel (i) shows how ML affects the consumers willingness to pay for the incumbent’s

product and the incumbent’s inverse demand in absence from competition from the entrepreneur.

Panel (ii) then derives the incumbent’s residual demand and its residual marginal revenue and

illustrates its profit maximizing output choice.
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regulation), the entrepreneur can also use this data source to increase consumer willingness to

pay.

In what follows, we shall assume that the entrepreneur is disadvantaged by not having access

to her own historical data, i.e.  = 0, and by having inferior access to the incumbents’ data,

where  ∈ [0 1) captures the share of the incumbent’s data that the entrepreneur has access to.
We then define incumbency data advantage as follows:

Definition 1. The incumbent has privileged data access:   0 =  and  ∈ [0 1)

While the entrepreneur has an inherent disadvantage in having weaker access to historical

data, she can compensate for this by succeeding with her innovation. Adding new features to her

product increases consumers’ willingness to pay by an amount −  ≥ 0 where  ∈ [0 ) and
 ∈ [0 1] is the probability that the project succeeds. Note how consumers’ willingness to pay
for the entrepreneur’s product is higher if she has taken a greater risk in her research project,

i.e., if she has succeeded with a project with a lower probability of success  That is,




· 
(−)

= − · 
(−)

 0 (3.9)

This reflects a natural trade-off where riskier projects have a greater value for consumers if they

succeed. We turn to the project choice in more detail in the next section.

The upward shift of the demand intercept from  to + [−  · ] +  ·  ·  in the upper
panel in Figure 3.2 illustrates how the entrepreneur can increase consumers’ willingness to pay

after succeeding with her innovation project by using ML with limited access to the incumbent’s

data  . When ML on contemporaneous sales data is accounted for, the inverse demand for the

entrepreneur without competition from the incumbent 
 = +[−  · ]+ ··+·−

is drawn in panel (i) of Figure 3.2. In panel (ii) of Figure 3.2, we depict the entrepreneur’s residual

demand–the demand facing the incumbent when  units are supplied by the incumbent, that

is,

 = 
 −  = + [(−  · ) +  ·  ·  +  · ]−  −   (3.10)

The entrepreneur fails with her innovation If the entrepreneur fails with her innovation,

she is left out of the increase in willingness to pay  −  ·  in | shown in (3.8).
We shall assume that consumers’ willingness to pay for the entrepreneur’s product | =
|− [−  · ] is too low to secure profitable entry into the product market if she fails.
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Figure 3.2: Panel (i) shows how ML affects the consumers willingness to pay for the entrepeneur’s

product given acccess to the incumbents data and depitcs its inverse demand in absence from

competition from the incumbent. Panel (i) also illustrates that a succeful innovation project

increases consumes willingness to pay–but more so if she has taken a greater risk in her research

project. Panel (ii) derives the entrepeneur’s residual demand and its residual marginal revenue

and illustrates its profit maximizing output choice.
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This feature can be formalized in several ways: One is to introduce a sufficiently high entry

cost  for the entrepreneur before the quantity competition in stage 2 takes place. Including

such an entry cost in the analysis will not affect our results qualitatively, but computations

become more involved. Alternatively, we could assume that failing–in addition to the loss of

the increase in willingness to pay − · –would also be associated with a loss of confidence in
the entrepreneur’s product with the cost  effectively becoming a penalty for failing: | =
| − [−  · ]−   0. A third approach would be to focus the analyses on outcomes

where the incumbent’s data advantage is so significant that the entrepreneur would optimally

choose a zero output level in the Cournot competition if she fails with her innovation.

For ease of expositional–but with no loss of generality–we shall assume that the entrepre-

neur will not enter the product market if she fails with the invention. Thus, when the entrepre-

neur fails with her innovation, the incumbent is a monopolist in the market with inverse demand


 = + [ ·  +  ·  ]−  

3.1.4. Optimal quantity

The profit maximization problem of firm  is

max
{]

 = [ − ]   = {} (3.11)

where each firm’s price  is given from the residual demand functions (3.7) and (3.10) and where

we assume that each firm faces a constant marginal cost . The first-order conditions 


= 0

imply that each firm chooses its output such that marginal revenue equals marginal cost or

 − (1− ) ∗| {z }


= |{z}


 = {} (3.12)

where  = − (1− ) from (3.7) and (3.10) and where 

=  from (3.6) and (3.8), where

the latter expressions capture how ML increases consumers’ willingness to pay from information

on contemporaneous sales.5 These first-order conditions (giving each firm’s best-response to its

rival) are also illustrated in the lower panels of Figures 3.1 and 3.2.

5The second-order condition is fulfilled since 2
2


= 2(1− )  0
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3.1.5. The Nash—Cournot equilibrium

To derive the Nash—Cournot equilibrium, it is useful to derive the firms’ reaction functions. Using

(3.6) and (3.8) and defining Λ =  −  define consumers’ net willingness to pay for each firm’s

product Λ̄ as

Λ̄(Λ  ) = Λ+  ·   (3.13)

Λ̄(Λ       ) = Λ+ [−  · ] +  ·  ·   (3.14)

As shown, consumers’ net willingness to pay increases when ML techniques become more efficient

due to better computers, i.e., when  increases. For a given computer technology, applying ML

to more data allows firms to better infer consumer preferences and further increase consumers’

willingness to pay. However, since the entrepreneur does not have full access to the incumbent’s

data,  ∈ [0 1), the increase in net willingness to pay is smaller for the entrant than for the
incumbent: Λ̄(·) =    = Λ̄(·) . Again, this can be compensated for if the
entrepreneur succeeds with her innovation, in which case the net willingness to pay for the

entrepreneur’s product Λ̄(·) rises with the new product’s features,  −  ·   0 with the

increase in willingness to pay endogenously determined by the project choice 

From (3.7)—(3.14), we can derive the firms’ reaction functions:

() =
Λ̄(·)− 

2(1− )
,   = { }  6=  (3.15)

The reaction function for firm  () gives the optimal output choice  for given choice of

output by firm ,  . The reaction function of the incumbent () =
Λ̄(·)−
2(1−) is depicted as

the downward-sloping dark-blue curve in panel (i) in Figure 3.3. The downward slope captures

the fact that the firms’ quantities are strategic substitutes: If the incumbent believes that the

entrepreneur will produce more, she will expect a lower price for her product, and–as shown in

Eq. 3.12–lower marginal revenue, which induces her to produce less to bring marginal revenue

equal to marginal cost. Since Figure 3.3 is drawn with the output of the incumbent on the vertical

axis and the output of the entrepreneur on the x-axis, we use the inverse reaction function for

the entrepreneur, −1 () = Λ̄(·) − 2 (1− )  . The reaction function of the entrepreneur is

also downward sloping again, displaying the fact that quantities are strategic substitutes: If the

entrepreneur expects the incumbent to produce high output, she will expect a low price for her

product and lower marginal revenue, which will induce her to choose lower output.
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Figure 3.3: Illustrating the Nash-equilibrium in the product market for a given (succesful) inno-

vation project chosen by the entrepeneur. Panel (i) illustrates the initial Nash equilbrium with

the incumbent assumed to be the larger firm. Panel (ii) illustrates the shift in the Nash equilib-

rium toward reinforced incumbent domination (under weak access to the incumbent’s historical

data for the entrepeneur).
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The Nash—Cournot equilibrium is reached when both firms choose output optimally and

correctly infer the output choice of their rival; i.e., the Nash—Cournot equilibrium is given from

the intersection of the reaction functions at point N in panel (i) in Figure 3.3. It is straightforward

to verify that the Nash—Cournot equilibrium is

∗ =
2(1−)Λ−Λ
(1−2)(3−2) =

(1−2)Λ−(−)+(2(1−)−)
(1−2)(3−2) (3.16)

∗ =
2(1−)Λ−Λ
(1−2)(3−2) =

(1−2)Λ+2(−)(1−)−(1−2(1−))
(1−2)(3−2)  (3.17)

where 1 − 2  0 ensures the stability of the equilibrium.6 Stability, i.e.,  ∈ [0 12) ensures
that 3− 2  0 and 2(1− )−   0.

3.1.6. Data availability and product market outcome

Our main interest lies in exploring how the equilibrium in the product market and the entrepre-

neur’s incentives to innovate are affected by access to data and the use of ML. Let us first explore

how the amount of historical data in the hand of the incumbent  affects the Nash equilibrium

in (3.16) and (3.17) for a given project choice of the entrepreneur .

To proceed, we make use of the following definition:

Definition 2. The entrepreneur has (i) strong access to the incumbent’s historical data  if

and only if 1− 2 (1− )   0 and (ii) weak access to the incumbent’s historical data  if and

only if 1− 2 (1− )   0

We will use this definition to describe how the incumbent’s amount of historical data affects

the equilibrium behavior of the entrepreneur. We will explore how the entrepreneur’s behavior

is affected by her access to the incumbent’s historical data, , in more detail in Section 3.3. The

Appendix also illustrates the impact on the entrepreneur’s behavior when the effectiveness of

ML, , varies.

We can derive the following results:

Proposition 1. When the incumbent’s amount of historical data  increases,

(i) The incumbent always expands its output,
∗


 0;

6This ensures that the reaction function of the entrant is steeper than that of the incumbent.
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(ii) The entrant expands her output only when she has strong access to the incumbent’s historical

data  :
∗


 0 iff 1− 2 (1− )   0 and
∗


 0 iff 1− 2 (1− )   0

(iii) The incumbent always expands its output more than the entrepreneur:
∗



∗


 0

To prove parts (i) and (ii), partially differentiate (3.16) and (3.17) to obtain:

∗


=
2(1− )− 

(1− 2) (3− 2)  0 (3.18)

∗


=

⎧⎨⎩ − 1−2(1−)
(1−2)(3−2)  0, for 1− 2 (1− )   0

− 1−2(1−)
(1−2)(3−2)  0, for 1− 2 (1− )   0

(3.19)

where again stability, i.e.,  ∈ [0 12) ensures 2(1− )−   0.

As shown in (3.18), the incumbent strictly increases its output with access to more data,

∗



 0. As shown in the upper line in (3.19), this is also the case for the entrepreneur when she

has strong access to the incumbent’s historical data, i.e.,
∗


 0 if  ∈ ( 1
2(1−)  1].

7 However,

as shown by the lower line, in (3.19), if the entrepreneur has weak access to the incumbent’s

historical data,  ∈ [0 1
2(1−) ], the entrepreneur’s output contracts when the incumbent has

access to larger amounts of historical data,
∗




 0. Figure 3.3 (ii) provides an illustration

of the interaction in the latter case: Increases in the amount of historical data held by the

incumbent  and both firms’ (differential) application of ML to these data–and to new data

from contemporaneous sales–induce both firms to increase sales as consumers’ willingness to

pay increases. Hence, both firms’ reaction functions shift outward. However, with access to the

incumbent’s historical data suppressed, the entrepreneur’s reaction function shifts outward less

than the incumbent’s, and the incumbent reinforces her market dominance.

To prove part (iii), first note that when the entrepreneur has weak access to the incumbent’s

historical data, i.e., 1 − 2 (1− )   0, it immediately follows that
∗

− ∗


 0. When the

entrepreneur has strong access to the incumbent’s historical data, i.e., 1− 2 (1− )   0, (3.18)

and (3.19) directly imply
∗

− ∗


=  1−

1−2  0.

However, the amount of historic data  held by the incumbent does not only affect the

product market equilibrium–the amount of data and the access to it by the entrepreneur also

affect the entrepreneur’s innovation incentives through its effects on the entrepreneur’s project

choice,  . This innovation channel–which we have ignored so far–is the subject of the next

section.

7Note that at the limit  = 12, 1
2(1−12) = 1, so that  ∈ [0 1] is fulfilled.
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3.2. Stage 2: R&D by the entrepreneur

In this stage, the entrepreneur decides on her optimal R&D project. Using the direct profit

function (3.11), the residual demand (3.10), the net willingness to pay (3.14) and the Nash

quantity in (3.17), we can write the reduced-form product market profit for the entrepreneur:

 () =

⎛⎜⎝Λ̄(· ) +  · ∗()− ∗()− ∗ ()| {z }
−

⎞⎟⎠× ∗() (3.20)

By assumption, the entrepreneur will only enter the market if the selected R&D project turns

out to be successful in stage 1.8 This outcome occurs with probability  and generates the net

profit ∗() for the entrepreneur. The entrepreneur’s expected profit is therefore given as:


{}

: E [Π] =  × () (3.21)

 :  ∈ [0 1] (3.22)

 : ()  0 (3.23)

Let us first focus on an interior solution: a solution ∗ that fulfills the constraints (3.22) and

(3.23). The first-order condition for an interior solution,
[Π ]


= 0, is then

(
∗
)

Securing Success (SS):

= −∗ ×
(

∗
)


(−)| {z }

Cost of Going Safer (CGS):

 0. (3.24)

As shown in (3.24), we can understand this first-order condition from two distinct effects.

The securing-success effect The left-hand side of (3.24) gives the increase in expected profit

from choosing a marginally safer project and is simply the reduced product market profit from

succeeding, (). We label this the securing success (SS) effect.

The cost-of-going-safer effect The right-hand side of (3.24) represents the reduction in ex-

pected profit from choosing a marginally safer project, which we label the cost-of-going-safer

(CGS) effect. The downside of choosing a safer project stems from a lower consumer willing-

8As explianed at the end of Section 3.1.3, it is straightforward to formalize that the entrepreneur stays out of

the market if the innovation project fails.
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ness to pay and more aggressive competition from the incumbent. To see this, use the envelope

theorem in (3.20) to obtain9

 ()


=

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
(−)z }| {




(−)|{z}

Direct demand effect

+



(−)

× ∗

(+)| {z }

Strategic effect

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠× ∗()  0 (3.25)

The first term shows that choosing a project with a marginally higher probability of success

reduces consumers’ willingness to pay (if the project is successful), 


= −  0. This reduces

the entrepreneur’s product market price from (3.10). The second term captures that a lower

willingness to pay for the entrepreneur’s product also induces the incumbent rival to be more

aggressive in the product market. This follows since
∗


= 
(1−2)(3−2)  0 from (3.16), which

further reduces the entrepreneur’s product market price since 


= −1  0 from the residual

demand in (3.10). Using the information in (3.25), we can then rewrite the CGS effect in (3.24)

as

−
 ()


= 

µ
1 +

1

(1− 2) (3− 2)
¶
 × ∗()  0 (3.26)

3.2.1. The optimal project choice

We are now ready to determine the optimal project. First, note that since − = (1−)∗()
holds from (3.12), the reduced product market profit in (3.20) is a quadratic function of the Nash

output

() = (1− ) [∗()]
2  (3.27)

Inserting (3.26) and (3.27) into the first-order condition in (3.24), we then obtainµ
(1− )∗()−

µ
1 +

1

(1− 2) (3− 2)
¶
 × 

¶
× ∗() = 0 (3.28)

Note that this first-order condition (3.28) holds if the bracketed expression is zero, output is

zero, or both of these conditions hold. Thus, we have two candidates for the optimal project, ̂

and ∗ :

∗(̂) = 0 (3.29)

(1− )∗(
∗
)−

µ
1 +

1

(1− 2) (3− 2)
¶
×  × ∗ = 0 ∗(

∗
)  0 (3.30)

9Changes in the entrepreneur’s own output ∗() have only a second-order effect on the reduce-form profit

since output is already optimally set from (3.12).
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From (3.17), we know that choosing an easier project comes with less consumer appreciation

in terms of lower net willingness to pay, which contracts output,
∗()


= − 2(1−)
(1−2)(3−2)  0.

However, choosing  to achieve zero output cannot be optimal since this would imply that

expected profit is zero, Π(̂) = ̂(̂) = ̂(1− ) [∗(̂)]
2 = 0. Thus, only∗ in (3.30)

can be a maximum.

To derive ∗, it is useful to rearrange (3.30) to obtain

(1− ) ∗(
∗
)| {z }

Securing Success (SS):

=

µ
1 +

1

(1− 2) (3− 2)
¶
×  × ∗| {z }

Cost of Going Safer (CGS):

(3.31)

where the left-hand side is the SS effect and the right-hand side represents the CGS effect,

rewritten in linear form noting (3.27).

In Figure 3.4(i), we now illustrate how the SS effect and CGS effect shape the equilibrium.

The downward-sloping curve labeled  is the SS effect–it shows the benefit from succeeding

with a marginally safer project in terms of per-unit profit. The SS curve is downward sloping

since the value of securing success is lower the more likely the project is to succeed (since the

quality of the project is inversely related to success probability–see Equation 3.9). The upward-

sloping curve labeled CGS is the CGS effect and shows the reduction in per-unit profit from

a safer project from lower consumer willingness to pay and intensified competition from the

incumbent. The CGS curve is upward sloping since the cost of going safer is higher the more

likely the project is to succeed.

The optimal project ∗ is thus given from the intersection of the SS locus and the CGS locus

and illustrated at point A in Figure 3.4(i). Combining (3.17) and (3.30), we obtain

∗ =
1

6

µµ
1− 2
1− 

¶
Λ+ 2−

µ
1− 2 (1− ) 

1− 

¶


¶
 (3.32)

In an appendix, available upon request from the authors, we (i) verify that ∗ is the unique

maximum, i.e.,
2Π(

∗
)

2


 0 and (ii) derive the conditions under which the ∗ satisfies  ∈ [0 1]
and ∗ (

∗
)  0.

3.2.2. Comparative statics on the entrepreneur’s project choice

Let us now explore comparative statics results on the entrepreneur’s project choice.
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Figure 3.4: Panel (i) derives the optimal innovation project of the entrepeneur for a given amount

of historical data held by the incumbent. Panel (ii) illustrates the change in project choice by the

entrepreneur when she has weak access to the incumebent’s historical data. Panel (iii) illustrates

the change in project choice by the entrepreneur when she has strong access to the incumebent’s

historical data.
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Amount of incumbent’s historical data What is the effect on the entrepreneur’s optimal

project if the incumbent has access to more historical data?

We have the following proposition:

Proposition 2. If the incumbent firms possesses more historical data   then

(i) The entrepreneur chooses an R&D project with a lower probability of success when the entre-

preneur has weak access to the incumbent’s historical data, i.e.,
∗


 0 if 1−2 (1− ) 

0

(ii) The entrepreneur chooses an R&D project with a higher probability of success when the

entrepreneur has strong access to the incumbent’s historical data, i.e.,
∗




 0 if 1 −

2 (1− )  0

By calculation from (3.32) and (3.8), we have

∗


= −

· (1− 2 (1− ))

(1− )
(3.33)

Given that the entrepreneur has weak access to the incumbent’s historical data, 1−2 (1− ) 

0, more abundant historical data held by the incumbent decreases the entrepreneur’s output,

∗


 0 (as shown in the lower line in Equation 3.19). This implies that the value of securing

success decreases, as illustrated by a downward shift of the SS curve to the curve SS’ in Figure 3.4

(ii). Since the CGS locus is unaffected from (3.31), we can infer that the incumbent’s possession

of more historical data induces the entrepreneur to choose a riskier project, moving from ∗ to

∗0  ∗.

On the other hand, when the entrepreneur has strong access to incumbent’s historical data,

i.e., if 1−2 (1− )  0 holds, the availability of more historical data increases the entrepreneur’s

output,
∗


 0 (as shown in the lower line in Equation 3.19). This implies that the value of

securing success increases and is illustrated by an upward shift of the SS curve to SS” in Figure

3.4 (iii). The incumbent’s possession of more historical data now induces the entrepreneur to go

for a safer project, moving from ∗ to 
∗00
  ∗.

Entrepreneur’s access to the incumbent’s historical data () What is the effect on the

entrepreneur’s optimal project if the entrepreneur’s access to more historical operational data is

improved? We have the following proposition:
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Proposition 3. If the entrepreneur obtains better access to the incumbent’s historical data, then

the entrepreneur chooses an R&D project with a higher probability of success, i.e., ∗


 0

By calculation from (3.32), we have

∗


=
1

3




  0 (3.34)

Thus, better access to the incumbent’s historical data induces the entrepreneur to go for a safer

project. A less risky project then adds less value consumers if it succeeds.

More efficient ML () We can also examine how the entrepreneur’s project is affected if ML

technology improves, which is captured by an increase in . We can then state the following

proposition:

Proposition 4. If ML becomes more effective, the entrepreneur chooses an R&D project with a

lower probability of success–and a higher consumer willingness to pay given success, i.e.,
∗


 0

if   12

By calculation from (3.32), we have

∗


=
1

6

¡
2
¡
2 − 2+ 1¢− 1¢  − Λ

 (1− )2
 0 if   12 (3.35)

When ML becomes more efficient, it becomes costlier for the entrepreneur to choose a safer

project since the strategic effect of a more aggressive incumbent in the product market becomes

stronger.

In terms of Figure 3.4(i), this would cause the CGS locus to twist counterclockwise (not

shown). Indeed, partially differentiating the right-hand side of (3.31), we see that the expected

cost of going safer increases when  increases





µµ
1 +

1

(1− 2) (3− 2)
¶
×  × 

¶
= 8

1− 

(3 + 42 − 8́)2 ×  ×   0 (3.36)

The effect of more effective ML on the SS locus is more involved. The entrepreneur chooses

output such that profit per unit equals the net reduction in revenues per unit from a unit

expansion in sales,  −  = (1 − )∗(). More efficient use of data, increasing , then

makes expansion less costly and hence allows the entrepreneur to operate with a lower per-unit

profit at an unchanged output level. This would shift  downward in Figure 3.4(i) (again
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not shown). Since more efficient ML increases consumers’ willingness to pay, this also gives the

entrepreneur an incentive to increase her output, which makes the SS effect stronger and shifts

the SS’ condition further upward. However, as derived above, if the entrepreneur has sufficiently

low access to the incumbent’s data, the entrepreneur always responds to more efficient ML by

choosing a riskier project.

3.2.3. Why ML and big data may lead to more creation – but less destruction

Let us now put our results together and explore the main question of interest in this paper: What

is the impact of more protected big data and ML on the creative destruction process?

From (3.8) and as illustrated in panel (i) in Figure 3.2, we know that when succeeding with

the invention consumers willingness for the entrepreneur’ product will increase with the amount

∆ | = −  · ∗() (3.37)

From (3.37) a riskier project (lower ∗) then has have a greater value for consumers if it succeeds.

To this end, we shall then define creative entrepreneurship as follows:

Definition 3. Creative entrepreneurship: Entrepreneurship is (more) creative when the

entrepreneur takes on more risk and aims for a more innovative invention in her innovation

decision.

If the entrepreneur succeeds and enters the product market, this will have a business-stealing

effect which will be destructive for the incumbent. We shall then define destructive entrepre-

neurship as follows:

Definition 4. Destructive entrepreneurship: Entrepreneurship is destructive when the en-

trepreneur, through a successful innovation, can enter the market and overtake the incumbent’s

position as market leader.

To capture destructive entrepreneurship, we could calculate the market share for each firm.

However, without loss of generality, it turns to be easier to capture destructive entrepreneurship

by comparing profits using reduced-form profits as function of the incumbent firm’s historical

data  . In the next section, we will show that results hold also with more traditional market

shares.
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To this end, let (
∗
() ) ≡ (

∗
 (

∗
() )  

∗
 (

∗
() )  ) for   = { } and

 6= . Then, let the relative reduced-form profit of the entrant be () or

() =
(

∗
() )

(
∗
(  )

=
(1− ) [∗(

∗
() )]

2

(1− )
£
∗ (

∗
() )

¤2 = ∗(
∗
() )

∗ (
∗
() )

(3.38)

From (3.38), it directly follows that destructive entrepreneurship can be captured by simply

comparing firms’ outputs

()  1⇔ ∗(
∗
() )  ∗ (

∗
() ) (3.39)

However, does an equilibrium exist where the entrepreneur overtakes the incumbent, i.e., a post-

entry market equilibrium where ()  1? Does this occur when the incumbent has less

or more historical data ? How does the entrepreneur’s access to the incumbent’s historical

proprietary data  affect the likelihood of this equilibrium? How does higher efficiency of ML 

affect the likelihood of this equilibrium?

To begin our analysis, it useful to return to Figures 3.4 (i) and (ii). Recall that we started in

a situation where the data advantage of the incumbent makes the incumbent the market leader:

this Nash equilibrium is now reproduced at point N in Figure 3.5, where  ()  1, as point N

is above the 45-degree line where  = 1. Consider what happens if the incumbent has access

to more historical data. In Proposition 1, we showed that when the amount of historical data

held by the incumbent increases, the incumbent expands more than the entrant given that we

hold the project choice of the entrepreneur–and hence the quality of the innovation–constant.

That is:

0 
∗ (

∗
() )




∗(
∗
() )


=

⎧⎨⎩  0; 1− 2 (1− )  0

 0; 1− 2 (1− )  0
(3.40)

Suppose that the entrepreneur has weak access to the incumbents data in (3.40), 1−2 (1− ) 

0. The movement from of the Nash-equilbrium from  to ̂ in Figure 3.5 involves only the di-

rect change in output from an increase in historical data, i.e., the change in output holding the

entrepreneur’s innovation project choice constant. However, Proposition 2(i) then showed that

the entrepreneur chooses a riskier project when the incumbent has access to more historical data,

given weak access of the entrepreneur to these data, i.e.,
∗


 0. If such a project succeeds,

it delivers a higher consumer willingness to pay, and the incumbent would therefore face more

aggressive competition from the entrepreneur. This is shown by the movement from ̂ to  0,
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Figure 3.5: Illustrating how the Cournot-Nash-equilibrium in the product market is affected,

when the incumbent has access to more historical data and the entrepreneur has weak access to

the incumbent’s data.

where the reaction function of the entrepreneur shifts further out in Figure 3.5 while the reaction

function of the incumbent firm shifts in. In Figure 3.5 the incumbent remains the market leader

in the new Nash-equilibrium  0. Can this new Nash equilibrium even move from above the 45-

degree line (where   1) to a point below the 45-degree line (where   1) as a consequence

of the incumbent having access to more historical data?

Simplify (3.39) further by using (3.16) and (3.17), we can obtain an intuitive condition for

when entrepreneurship is destructive:

()  1⇔ − ∗()| {z }
Creation effect

 (1− )| {z } 
Big data incumbent advantage effect

(3.41)

The left-hand side captures how creative the invention is given that it succeeds, while the

right-hand side captures how strong the big data advantage is for the incumbent when it is able to
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use ML on all its historical data. Note that if the creation effect of the innovation dominates the

incumbent advantage effect, the invention is destructive, i.e. ()  1. Figure 3.6 illustrates

how the amount of historical data possessed by the incumbent  affects the equilibrium market

share of the entrepreneur, (). The left-hand side of the figure describes the case of weak

access to the incumbent’s historical data on the part of the entrepreneur. The right-hand side

of the figure the case of strong access to the incumbent’s historical data on the part of the

entrepreneur.

The left column depicts the case of weak access of the entrepreneur to the incumbent’s

historical data, 1 − 2 (1− )  0. The right column depicts the case of strong access of the

entrepreneur to the incumbent’s historical data, 1−2 (1− )  0. Panels in (i) show the optimal

project choice in terms of the probability of success as a function of the amount of historical data

held by the incumbent, ∗(). Panels in (ii) show the extra willingness to pay (WTP) that a

successful project brings consumers of the entrepreneur’s product, i.e. our measure of creative

entrepreneurship  − ∗(), as well as the advantage the incumbent has in better access of

data (IA), (1− ) . Panel in (iii) depict our measure of destructive entrepreneurship, i.e. the

relative profit of the entrepreneur if she succeeds with her innovation, ().

Strong access to the incumbent’s historical data From Proposition 2, we know that if

the entrepreneur has strong access to the incumbent’s historical data, she chooses a less risky

project (a higher success probability∗) in response to the incumbent having more data. This

is illustrated by the upward-sloping green curve in right diagram in panel (i) in Figure 3.6. The

intuition is that when the entrepreneur has strong access to the incumbent’s historical data, an

increase in incumbent data wills will strengthen the called the Securing-Success effect (SS effect),

that is, increase the cost of failure for the entrepreneur. This induces the entrepreneur to take

on less risk (as illustrated in panel (iii) in Figure 3.4).

In the right diagram of panel (ii) in Figure 3.6, we then depict the creation effect, −∗(),
and the big data incumbent advantage effect, (1 − ) , where  indicate strong access,

1− 2 (1− )  0. The blue curve is the big data incumbent advantage effect, which naturally

increases with the amount of historical data  for the incumbent. The green curve is the creation

effect, which is decreasing in the amount of historical data  for the incumbent since–as shown

in panel (i)–strong access to the incumbents data induces the entrepreneur to take on less risk,

which (when the innovation succeeds), creates a less valuable innovation, leading to a lower
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Figure 3.6: The left column depicts the case of weak access of the entrepeneur to the incumbent’s

historicsl data, 1 − 2 (1− )  0. The right column depicts the case of strong access of the

entrepeneur to the incumbent’s historicsl data, 1−2 (1− )  0. Panels in (i) show the optimal

project choice in terms of the probability of success as a function of the amound of historicl data

held by the incumbent, ∗(). Panels in (ii) show the extra willingness to pay (WTP) that

a succesful project brings consumers of the entrepeneur’s product, i.e. our measure of creative

entrepeneurship  − ∗(), as well as the advantage the incumbent has in better access of

data (IA), (1− ) . Panel in (iii) depict our measure of destructive entrepreneurship, i.e. the

relative profit of the entrepreneur if she succeeds with her innovation, ().
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increase in consumer willingness to pay (WTP).

Let  be the level of incumbent data which equalizes the incumbent advantage effect and

the entrepreneur’s creation effect. For low levels of historical data,  ∈ [0 ), the creation
effect dominates the big data incumbent advantage effect, and the entrepreneur steals business

from the incumbent in the product market and becomes the market leader. This is is shown in

panel (iii) in the right-hand diagram where ()  1 for  ∈ [0 ) At larger amounts of
historical incumbent data,   , the incumbent advantage effect dominates the entrepreneur’s

creation effect, and the incumbent remains the market leader. This is as shown in panel (iii) in

the right-hand diagram, where ()  1 for   .

Weak access to the incumbent’s historical data What if the entrepreneur has weak access

to the incumbent’s historical data? This case is shown on the left side of Figure 3.6. She will

then respond to an increase in the incumbent’s historical data with a riskier project (a decrease

in ), as shown by the upward-sloping red curve in the left diagram of panel (i) in Figure 3.6.

The intuition is now that weak access to incumbents increasing data worsens the entrepreneur’s

position in the product market which, in turn, softens the securing-success effect (SS) as failure

is less costly.

Turning to panel (ii) in Figure 3.6, the blue upward-sloping curve in the left diagram depicts

the big data incumbent advantage effect, (1 − ) , where  indicate weak access, 1 −
2 (1− )  0. The red curve is the creation effect,  − ∗() which is now increasing in

the amount of historical data  for the incumbent since, as panel (i) shows, weak access to the

incumbents data induces the entrepreneur to take on more risk, which (if the innovation succeeds),

creates a more valuable innovation leading to a stronger increase in consumer willingness to pay

(WTP).

Let  is the level of incumbent data which equalizes the incumbent advantage effect and the

entrepreneur’s creation effect. For low levels of incumbent data,  ∈ [0  ), the creation effect
again dominates the incumbent advantage effect, and the entrepreneur and becomes the market

leader. This is shown in panel (iii) in the left-hand diagram, where ()  1 for  ∈ [0  )
At higher amounts of historical incumbent data,    , the incumbent advantage effect again

dominates the entrepreneur’s creation effect, and the incumbent remains the market leader. This

is as shown in panel (iii) in the left-hand diagram, where ()  1 for    .

Our analyses shows that regardless of the which type of access the entrepreneur has to the
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incumbents data, the entrepreneur cannot become the market leader post-entry when the incum-

bent has access to a sufficient amount of historical data: put differently, when the incumbent

has gathered enough data entry is less likely to be destructive. However, the analysis also shows

that the entrepreneur responds differently in her choice of innovation project, which leads her to

do go for more creative inventions under weak access to the incumbents data and less creative

inventions when she has stronger access.

We can summarize with the following proposition:

Proposition 5. Let  and  be defined from  −  · ∗() = (1− )  for  = {}.
Suppose that   max(   )  . Then, if the incumbent’s data  increases from  = 

to  = the following holds:

(i) Under weak access, 1− 2 (1− )  0entrepreneurship becomes more creative, i.e. −
 · ∗()  −  · ∗() and less destructive, i.e. ()  1  ()

(ii) Under strong access, 1− 2 (1− )  0entrepreneurship becomes less creative, i.e. −
 · ∗()  −  · ∗() and less destructive, i.e. ()  1  ()

In the Appendix we provide numerical illustrations of Proposition 5. We then show how the

amount of historical data that the incumbent possesses and the efficiency of ML affects (i) the

R&D project choice of the entrepreneur, ∗, (ii) our measure creative entrepreneurship, i.e. the

increase in willingness to pay for the entrepreneur’s product if the entrepreneur succeeds with

her R&D, ∆ | = −  · ∗, and (iii) our measure of destructive entrepreneurship,  .

3.3. Stage 1: Becoming an entrepreneur

Let us now close the model and examine the incentive to become an entrepreneur and the way

in which this incentive depends on the increasing importance of historical data possessed by the

incumbent. To this end, we assume that the entrepreneur faces a fixed research and development

cost or investment cost,  , of becoming an entrepreneur. This cost can consist of the cost of

evaluating different types of possible business opportunities, the cost of setting up the basics

of the business, the opportunity cost of becoming an entrepreneur in the form of forgone wage

earnings, etc. In our setting, we can also think of  as a fixed cost for entrepreneurs’ to get

access to and knowledge of ML technology.
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Since the fixed cost  is incurred before the entrepreneur takes her R&D decision, the ex-

pected profit for an entrepreneurial venture E [Π] becomes

E [Π] = ∗ × (
∗
)−  (3.42)

We can then examine how the expected profit of the entrepreneur depends on the amount of

historical data possessed by the incumbent by differentiating E [Π] w.r.t. to  :

E [Π]


=

∙
(

∗
) + ∗

(
∗
)



¸
| {z }

=0

∗


+ ∗ ×
(

∗
)


= ∗ ×

(
∗
)


 (3.43)

where we use the fact that the f.o.c. for the project choice in period 1 implies that (
∗
) +

∗
(

∗
)


= 0. Using (3.27) and (3.19), we can rewrite (3.43):

E [Π ]


= −2∗×(1− ) ∗(

∗
)× (1−2(1−))

(1−2)(3−2) =

⎧⎨⎩  0; 1− 2 (1− )   0 : weak access

 0; 1− 2 (1− )   0 : strong access

(3.44)

We can thus state the following proposition:

Proposition 6. When the amount of historical data possessed by the incumbent increases, the

incentive to become an entrepreneur increases when the entrepreneur has strong access to the

incumbent’s historical data, i.e., when 1− 2 (1− )   0, and decreases when the entrepreneur

has weak access to the incumbent’s historical data, i.e., when 1− 2 (1− )   0.

Propositions 5 and 6 points to a policy dilemma. It is likely that the entrepreneur will

have limited access to the incumbent’s data if data access is unregulated. Proposition 5 then

suggest that the trend towards greater big data availability and greater use of ML will lead

towards less destructive entrepreneurship–with sustained incumbent market power–but also

to less entrepreneurship as entering markets in which incumbents have big data advantages will

be less profitable. This suggests a policy which levels the playing field between entrepreneurs

and incumbents by forcing incumbents to give entrepreneurs access to their data is motivated.

Indeed, such a policy would not only encourage more entrepreneurship–it would also gives rise

to more destructive entrepreneurship.

To see this, first differentiate (3.42) in  to obtain
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E [Π]


= 2∗ × (1− ) ∗(

∗
)× 2(1−)

(1−2)(3−2)  0 (3.45)

That is, better access for the entrepreneur to the incumbents data will increase the entrepreneur’s

expected profit from becoming an entrepreneur, which will make it more likely that she invest

the fixed cost  in order to take the chance to become a successful entrepreneur.

Better data access will also lead to more destructive entrepreneurship. To see this, recall

from (3.41) that entrepreneurship is destructive, ()  1, when the entrepreneur’s creation

effect,  −  · ∗, is greater the incumbent big data advantage effect, (1 − ) . From (3.34),

it follows that that better data access will weaken the creation effect since the entrepreneur will

choose a safer project. However, the decline in creative entrepreneurship is being dominated by

a lower incumbent data advantage, that is

¯̄̄̄
 [−  · ∗]



¯̄̄̄
=
1

3
| {z }

Decline in creative entrepreneurship

  =

¯̄̄̄
 [(1− ) ]



¯̄̄̄
| {z }
Decline in incumbent advantage

 (3.46)

The left-hand side in inequality in (3.46) reveals the drawback in trying to level the playing

field between entrepreneurs and incumbents by giving the entrepreneur better data access–this

policy weakens the incentives for creative entrepreneurship.

These findings suggest that policies supporting early entrepreneurial ventures might instead

be warranted. Subsidizing the fixed cost to become an entrepreneur  would increase E [Π] in

(6) and make entry by the entrepreneur more likely without reducing the entrepreneur’s incentive

to be creative (i.e. to take on more risk). Summing up, we can state the following Proposition:

Proposition 7. A policy which makes operational data generally available (increasing ), may

be suboptimal: while it may make entrepreneurial entry more likely and increase destructive

entrepreneurship (make the entrepreneur the new market leader), it may reduce creative entre-

preneurship (create less value for consumers). An alternative or complementary policy, might be

to subsidize the fixed R&D or investment cost  (i.e. reduce the cost of becoming an entrepre-

neur with access to the ML technology). This policy will promote entrepreneurial entry without

reducing creative entrepreneurship.
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4. Concluding remarks

In this paper, we have investigated how ML applications and increased amounts of incumbent

operational data affect entrepreneurship incentives. In a model, where (i) all firms have access

to the same ML application but (ii) incumbents have access to historically generated operational

data, we show how increased use of ML on operational data affects entrepreneurial entry and

the type of entrepreneurship. In particular, we show that under weak access to incumbent’s

operational data for entrepreneurs, the development of big data and ML challenges the entre-

preneurial process, raising entrepreneurial barriers. However, it is also shown that this process

induces entrepreneurs to take on more risk, implying that entrepreneurial activity might become

more conducive to high quality entrepreneurship. Thus, we show that machine learning and big

data may make creative destruction more creative but less destructive.

Policy implications. This paper has important implications for both entrepreneurs and

incumbents. First, entrepreneurs should take into account that challenging incumbents in the era

of ML will be more difficult since incumbents’ use of ML on previously collected proprietary data

makes them more formidable competitors. This implies that entrepreneurs need to become riskier

and more creative in the future to find a competitive edge. They may therefore seek support from

angels or venture capital firms and use their financing and experience to become more novel in

their ventures. Incumbents, conversely, have an incentive to aggressively employ ML application

on their operational data so that they become so efficient that they force entrepreneurs to take

on so much risk that entrepreneurship will seldom pose a (destructive) threat.

Data protection and data privacy issues have become a flashpoint in the media due in part to

high-profile data breaches such as that at Equifax in 2017 and in part to high-profile exposure of

Facebook users’ personal data to Cambridge Analytica in 2016 and 2017. Partially in response

to these events, government regulators have instituted tighter rules on data protection. This has

most notably manifested in Europe in the form of the GDPR. The results derived in the paper

suggest that policies that making operational data generally available may be suboptimal. The

reason is that this can reduce entrepreneurs’ willingness to take on risk. An alternative or com-

plementary policy might be to support entrepreneurs’ access to and knowledge of ML technology

since it stimulates creative entrepreneurship. Subsidizing R&D by small entrepreneurial firms

will increase effort but not reduce risk taking.
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Limitations. The model has several limitations. The result that entrepreneurs will choose

more creative (riskier) projects when ML becomes more efficient and incumbents’ proprietary

data becomes more important is dependent on the assumption that these strategies do not require

excessive financial resources. If they do, our results would be less relevant since if ML becomes

sufficiently efficient, it will simply block entrepreneurship entirely. However, the growing venture

capital and angel market might relax such restrictions.

A second limitation is that we assume that the incumbent cannot acquire the entrepreneurial

firm. A special case would be if a potential acquisition by the incumbent serves the sole purpose

of shutting down the invention. While this feature is relevant in some cases, we believe that most

sold patents are used efficiently. Indeed, there is ample evidence that many (leading) firms such

as Microsoft, Google and Ericsson acquire startups to incorporate them highly efficiently into

their businesses. However, to become sufficiently interesting to become a target, entrepreneurs

still need to employ a sufficiently creative (risky) strategy.

Future Research. We have treated the human capital of the entrepreneur as a constant in our

analysis. As Varian (2018) points out, in the traditional form of learning-by-doing, the learning is

passive, but in practice, learning requires active investment in ML machinery and human capital.

Thus, quality of human capital and financial capital likely affects ML application and the R&D

process. Thus, endogenizing the human capital level in the analysis seems to be a fruitful avenue

for future research.
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A. Appendix

A.1. Creative- and destructive entrepreneurship and big data: An illustration

We here provide numerical illustrations of Proposition 5. We start with the R&D project choice

of the entrepreneur, ∗. We then turn to our measure creative entrepreneurship, i.e. the increase

in willingness to pay for the entrepreneur’s product if the entrepreneur succeeds with her R&D,

∆ | = − · ∗. Finally, we look at our measure of destructive entrepreneurship, where
we illustrate that results are qualitatively the same when we use our relative profit as measure of

destructive entrepreneurship, , and when we use a more traditional market share measure. We

study how each outcome varies with the amount of historical incumbent data  and the state of

ML captured by the effectiveness parameter  As prompted by Proposition 5, for each measure,

we compare the two cases of weak- and strong access for the entrepreneur to the incumbent’s

data.

A.1.1. Risk-taking behavior and big data

We begin by examining how the risk behavior of entrepreneurs in the innovation process depends

on the amount of historical data that the incumbent possesses and on the efficiency of ML. Start

with the upper panel in Figure A.1 with weak access. Note that risk-taking increases as the

entrepreneur is choosing a lower success probability∗ when we move in north-east direction.

From Proposition 5(i), she takes on more risk when incumbent data increases as successful entry

is associated with less value from a weaker SS-effect: From Proposition 4, she also take on more

risk when ML becomes more efficient in using these data. When ML becomes more efficient

under weak access, the CGS effect is strengthened–it becomes more costly for the entrepreneur

to choose a safer project due to the strategic effect of a more aggressive incumbent in the product

market.

Then, turn to the lower panel with strong access. From Proposition 5(ii), we know that more

incumbent data induces the entrepreneur to reduce her risk-taking as the value of entry increases

which strengthens the SS-effect. As shown in the lower panel in Figure A.1, risk-taking now

increases in the north-west direction. As indicated by (3.35), the entrepreneur will respond to

more efficient ML by choosing more risky R&D projects if the amount of historical data is not

too large, again due to a stronger CGS-effect. However, from (3.35) we also note that when the

incumbent has abundant historical data we there may be a non-linear effect on risk-taking by the
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entrepreneur. Indeed, we can see that when  is sufficiently large, an increase in  first induces

the entrepreneur to go for safer projects which is then reversed when  becomes sufficiently large.

A.1.2. Creative entrepreneurship and big data

Having illustrated how the amount of historical incumbent data,   and the effectiveness with

which this data can be used by ML, , affect the entrepreneur’s risk-taking through her R&D

project choice, ∗, we now turn to have these choices affect creative entrepreneurship. Recall that

Definition 3 defines creative entrepreneurship in terms of how much consumer willingness to pay

(WTP) increases when the entrepreneur succeeds with her R&D project, ∆ | = − ·∗.
Since the increase in WTP for a successful invention is larger if the entrepreneur succeeds with

a more risky project, i.e. with a project with a lower success probability ∗, the size of the

creation effect will be a direct mapping of the entrepreneur’s level of risk-taking.

Indeed, comparing Figure A.1 and Figure A.2, we observe that creativity in entrepreneurship

maps the R&D risk behavior of the entrepreneur: Under weak access in the top panel in Figure

A.2, entrepreneurship is more creative in the northeast direction. Under strong access in the

bottom panel in Figure A.2, in contrast, entrepreneurship is more creative in the north-west

direction.

A.1.3. Destructive entrepreneurship and big data

Recall that Definition 4 defines destructive entrepreneurship as entrepreneurial entry with suc-

cessful R&D where the entrepreneur becomes the market leader. Proposition 5 showed that

entrepreneurship will be less destructive when the incumbent gets access to more historical

data–regardless if the entrepreneur has weak or strong access to these data. This is illustrated

in Figure A.3 which uses our relative profitability measure  in (3.38).The top panel shows

the case of weak access and the bottom panel shows the case of strong access. More abundant

incumbent historical data eventually leads to less destructive entrepreneurship. The impact of

more efficient use of these data through more efficient ML again depends on amount of data

that the incumbent has access to. In both panels we see a nonlinear pattern where increasing

the ML parameter  leading destructive entrepreneurship when the amount of historical data

at the incumbent  is low whereas the opposite is true when the amount of data possessed

by the incumbent is high. In Figure A.4 we the same pattern when we measure destructive
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Figure A.1: Illustrating risk-taking by the entrepreneur through her choice of success probability ∗ .

Panel (i) shows contours of ∗ as a function of the amount of historical data held by the incumbent,

  and the effectiveness of machine Learning (ML), , when the entrepreneur has weak access to the

incumbent’s data. Panel (ii) shows contours of ∗ as a function of the amount of historical data held by

the incumbent,   and the effectiveness of machine Learning (ML), , when the entrepreneur has strong

access to the incumbent’s data. Parameter values set at Λ = 15  = 12  = 10 combined with  = 025

in panel (i) and  = 075 in panel (ii).
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of the amount of historical data held by the incumbent,   and the effectiveness of machine Learning

(ML), , when the entrepreneur has weak access to the incumbent’s data. Panel (ii) shows contours of

− ·∗ as a function of the amount of historical data held by the incumbent,   and the effectiveness of
machine learning (ML), , when the entrepreneur has strong access to the incumbent’s data. Parameter

values set at Λ = 15  = 12  = 10 combined with  = 025 in panel (i) and  = 075 in panel (ii).
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entrepreneurship using the more conventional market share measure.
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Figure A.3: Illustrating destructive entrepeneurship as measured the relative size the entrepeneur’s profit,

 . Panel (i) shows contours of  as a function of the amount of historical data held by the incumbent,

  and the effectiveness of machine Learning (ML), , when the entrepreneur has weak access to the

incumbent’s data. Panel (ii) shows contours of  as a function of the amount of historical data held by

the incumbent,   and the effectiveness of machine Learning (ML), , when the entrepreneur has strong

access to the incumbent’s data. Parameter values set at Λ = 15  = 12  = 10 combined with  = 025

in panel (i) and  = 075 in panel (ii).
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 . Panel (i) shows contours of as a function of the amount of historical data held by the incumbent,

  and the effectiveness of machine Learning (ML), , when the entrepreneur has weak access to the

incumbent’s data. Panel (ii) shows contours of  as a function of the amount of historical data held by

the incumbent,   and the effectiveness of machine Learning (ML), , when the entrepreneur has strong

access to the incumbent’s data. Parameter values set at Λ = 15  = 12  = 10 combined with  = 025

in panel (i) and  = 075 in panel (ii).
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